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Scenic airport eco-belt ready for MWG participants
By Wang Yaxin

Wetland landscape in the Fuhe River basin

The ecological belt running along
Tianhe International Airport Second
Highway, 16 kilometers in length, is a
key greening project related to the 7th
CISM Military World Games (MWG) to
be held in Wuhan in 2019.
The Tianhe International Airport
Second Highway runs across five lakes,
Tangren Lake, Xinjiao Lake, Maijia Lake,
Renkai Lake, and Majia Lake in the
Fuhe River basin. Driving on the
highway, visitors can enjoy willows along
the lakeside and tall metasequoia growing
in the lakes, as well as a mountain
covered with green plants clearly visible
between Maijia Lake and Renkai Lake.
The Municipal Bureau of Parks and
Woods has announced that the wetland
landscape is the highlight of the
ecological belt.
The city is planting aquatic plants
along the shores of the five lakes for
purposes of water and soil conservation
and water purification. Trees, such as
the pond cypress, metasequoia, and
sabino, form sections of the wetland
forests. Clusters of unique plants like
firmiana and ginkgo are also growing
among the waters and mountains. When
autumn comes, those colored-leaf plants
will turn this area into an "autumn
fairyland."
Planned entrances, walkways, and
greenways on the wetland ecological belt
will enable people to enter the wetlands
conveniently from Julong Avenue.
It is reported that the Tianhe
International Airport Second Highway
wetland ecological belt is attracting a
large number of wild birds to inhabit,
including the Aythya baeri, one of the
world's most endangered species, and
the Little Swan, China's second-class
protected animal.
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Wuhan welcomes the world
By Ke Li & Li Yong

A symposium on military
industrial enterprises supporting the
7th Military World Games was
recently held in Beijing. "The
executive committee of the games
attaches great importance to
rewarding its partners. Those
enterprises supporting the games
will be seen as the city partners of
Wuhan," a relevant director from
Wuhan municipal government said.
The appeal received positive
response from the representatives
from military industrial enterprises
and invited representatives from
other enterprises at the symposium.
The marketing department of
Tianhe International Airport Second Highway's wetland ecological belt, 16 km long, taking shape

Wuhan's largest vertical "garden"
debuts
A giant plant wall, about 1,600 square meters
and made up of more than 70,000 pots of
flowers, has recently been established on Konggang
Avenue. With an area equivalent to four basketball
courts, it is the largest vertical "garden" in Wuhan.
Konggang Avenue is the main route for
entering and leaving Tianhe International Airport
and is an important transportation artery for the
7th CISM Military World Games. The huge vertical
plant wall will give a surprising and pleasant first
impression to athletes of various countries who
come to Wuhan to attend the games.

Second Ring Road to present a 51km rose belt
The city is planting flowers and color-leafed

COSI: Olympic standards to be localized in Wuhan
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COSI with its experience in the
commercial operation of large-scale
events, one of which was the Beijing
Olympic Games, will fully participate
in the market development of the

plants as part of its effort to construct separation
belts on highways. One of the highlights are tens
of thousands of Chinese roses growing on the
main sections of the Second Ring Road,
including Donghu Road, Wuluo Road, Zhongbei
Road, and Chuhan Road, where the city is
planting a 51-km Chinese rose belt.

7th MWG. In just half a year, it has
reached cooperation intentions with a
number of enterprises to create a
greater MWG brand value and
development space.

CCB & ICBC: Willing to provide financial and banking services
Both China Construction Bank
(CCB) and Industrial and
Commercial Bank of China (ICBC)
have expressed willingness to
provide financial and banking

Big waste hill turns green
The city is turning the main route to the
7th CISM Military World Games facilities into a
green paradise. A large waste mound which
stretched for 300 meters near the Luojiagang
Channel by the Erqi Yangtze River Bridge used
to be an eyesore.
The waste hill has now been turned into a
green area, planted with 3,000 trees including
crape myrtle, osmanthus, nanmu, photinia, and
pomegranate.

the MWG executive committee, with
the Wuhan International Sports
Events Management Co., Ltd., and
the China Olympic Sports Industry
Co., Ltd. (COSI), have jointly
undertaken the MWG marketing
project and have established a
market-development team.
The head of the MWG
marketing department introduced the
current marketing state. In
combination of the 2008 Beijing
Olympics strategies and the features
of Wuhan MWG, they have tailored
various types of rights and interests
for the sponsoring companies.
The games executive committee

services for the games. As two of
the four large state-owned banks
managed by the central government,
both banks are among the world's
top 500 companies.

CASIC: Hope to use their patents to aid MWG

Rich green plants and booming flowers on the
separation belt of East Lake Road

During the Beijing Olympic
Games, China Aerospace Science
and Industry Corporation Limited
(CASIC) applied for 16 patents at
the State Intellectual Property
Office, including some dealing with
the Olympic torch, the main torch

tower, and four invention patents.
They hope to apply these
achievements in the 7th MWG.
CASIC also boasts many design and
production accomplishments in the
construction of large-scale venues
and equipment.

divided the sponsor companies into
three categories: the partner, the
sponsor, and the supplier. According
to the value contributed by a
sponsor company, there will be
different equity returns, involving the
use of specific terms and symbols
such as the MWG title, emblem and
mascot to carry out marketing
activities. In addition, sponsors
involved with the MWG's broadcast,
ticket distribution, and advertisement
at the venues will receive marketing
rights. Product display and sales
have formed a set of relatively sound
and scientific standards that conform
to international conventions.

Tellhow Sci-Tech
intends to provide
broadcast service
for games
Tellhow Sci-Tech is a
high-tech company
established in Nanchang
National High-tech
Development Zone. In 2008,
Tellhow operated 24 hours a
day to provide space,
broadcast equipment,
information transmission, and
other services for the
broadcasters of the Beijing
Olympic Games. They
expressed their intention to
participate in the 7th MWG
and provide services for the
event.

